We introduce a parametrization of loop momenta which allows us to perform one of the Feynman integrations in a very transparent way.
I. INTRODUCTION
The infinite momentum frame in connection with time-ordered perturbation theory' was a very powerful tool in the discussion of numerous problems, e.g., of ele ctromagnetic scaling , 2 of the question of fixed poles, 3 of quantum electrodynamical calculations, 4 of the eikonal approximation, 5 and recently of high energy fixed angle scattering in exclusive and inclusive reactions. 6 Whereas Lorentz covariance and the connection to the corresponding Feynman diagrams is easily established for low order diagrams -especially because the infinite momentum limit restricts the number of diagrams, the bookkeeping becomes complicated in higher orders. The covariance structure of nonperturbative insertions, e.g., Bethe-Salpeter type vertex functions obtained from an integral equation in the time-ordering formalism, is not obvious. -On the other hand successful attempts have been made to handle the type 7,lO of problems enumerated above in a manifestly covariant way.
Normally the results of these works are very similar to what one obtained in the previous formalism.
It seems desirable to have a method which allows establishment of systematical relations between the two approaches.
Our method in this work will be to perform one tions with a special choice of the loop momentum k. 
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The first three integrations look very similar to the integration variables of time-ordered perturbation theory in the infinite momentum frame. Indeed the k2 integration can be easily done as a Cauchy contour integral closed with a semicircle at infinity picking up propagator poles. We end up with an integration range in x as in time-ordered perturbation theory if we parametrize the outer particle momenta in the usual way in the infinite momentum frame.
Actually all our calculations do not really depend on the infinite momentum limit P -00. If we parametrize k as* k k2+k;
and similarly the outer momenta (e. g . , p = ( il? + m2/4 D?, 0, P -m2/4 U?)) one can have arbitrary [P and the relation (2) is unchanged as all relations we are going to write down. In the following we will use the parametrization (1) and the usual form of outer momenta which saves us some writing. But we should always keep in the background of our mind that the calculation looks quite the same for arbitrary finite P (which is not a difficult point since our final expressions do not contain II? anymore).
We exemplify the method in Section II in the case of the triangle graph corresponding to the electromagnetic form factor and for the crossed box graph which plays an important role in the work of Gunion, Brodsky and Blankenbecler (BBG) . 6 We indicate how covariant vertex functions should be handled.
In Section III we demonstrate that the discussion of Landshoff, Polkinghorne 
where the first two denominators correspond to the propagators in k2 and (k+q)2 and represent poles in k2 in the lower k2 half plane, whereas the third one -connected to the pole in (p-k)2 -leads to a k2 pole in the upper or lower half plane depending if (l-x)/x is positive or negative. In the second case we can close the integration contour in the upper half plane pushing a semicircle to infinity and we end up with zero. Thus x is restricted to the interval 0 < x < 1.
--If we close the contour in this case we can do it in the upper or lower half plane picking up one pole or two poles respectively. Both expressions of course have to be equal. The result is
This exactly agrees with the form given by time-ordered perturbation theory in the infinite momentum frame.
The rearrangement graph of Fig rl.ql = 0, canbe writtenas
There are two pairs of poles in k2 now, one pair corresponding to the propagators in k2 and (k+p3 -p 1)2 and always in the lower half plane and another pair which is in the upper half plane for 0 5 x < 1. For x outside this region we again can close the integration contour in the upper half plane without picking up a pole and get zero. Closing in the upper or lower ha!f plane' for 0 LX 2 1 we pick up a pair of poles and obtain the result .
with
This is the same expression one calculates as the sum of four time orderings in time-ordered perturbation theory.
We remark that II? does not appear anymore in our final expressions (5) and (7). As discussed in the introduction we could have equally well calculated with finite P and the parametrization (3) and with analogous changes in Eqs. (4) and (6).
Up to now we did not introduce vertex functions $. In a covariant calculation one would introduce Bethe-Salpeter vertex functions $(k2, @-k)2) dependent on the off shell masses of the parton constituents. Performing the k2 integration in (4a) or (6a) one has to take into account also singularities in k2 of +. This can be done by an DGS type ansatz for $. 11,12 Then, however, the integration becomes rather complicated -e.g. , in our second example one has to introduce four $ representations (though the calculation in some cases of interest simplifies if one takes the relevant asymptotic C#I behavior for large off shell masses outside the integral). l3 A different (but related) possibility would be to use the ansatz @(K~) of Drell and Lee 10 where
(r = m2/ml+ m2) is the continued c. m. s. momentum square.
If one neglects the k2 singularities inside $, the result of the analog of the calculations given above depends on if we close the integration contour in k2 above or below the real axis -which of course is very bad.
From the relation
we see that fixing k2=mt or @-k)2 = rni leads to
respectively. This is very similar to the arguments of $ functions in the formalism of BBG, differing by a factor l-x and x only. It indicates that a detailed comparison of both methods will have to deal especially with the factors x and (l-x) appearing in both approaches. In the scaling limit v -+ co, q2 = -qT --t -03, 2v/-q2 = w fixed and for I k2 I = I p2 I -CC q: we have (k+q)2 -xqf (w-x-l) and we can take it out of the integral in c and integrate over (T. For the component Too we obtain in this
+ 6 t-x) 8 (1+x) Im Tr \u' = (1+x) irn2 -J+$)'+ 5, ,zii.
Here the p2 integration is constrained by S'L so for TR and by u' 1. u. for T L .
The imaginary part W; is given by substituting a d-function for the denominator
=&J 1 i -d2k &2 Im TR(s1,p2) 0 (w-1) + Im Tr(u',/~~) 8 (-w-l)
In taking out of the integration the denominator in (11) we had to assume that the p2 integration is rapidly convergent. The kl integration is limited because of relations (10) 
(14 where C refers to the constraint For x -+l, i.e., W-1, the condition st 2 so results in p2 5 &so. We therefore have large 1~~ I. In order not to invalidate the derivation of (11) where T is now the parton particle amplitude with parton masses p2 and -2 /J = (k+q)2 and momentum transfer q2, and where the integration range again is given by the cuts in s f and u' .
For q2 = 0 we can use the crossing relation Im TL(u') = Im Ty (st) and write with 7rx @T(X) = vw27(x=w-1) e
Here T, is the antiparton-particle amplitude appearing in the crossed graph analog of Eq. (11) and vW2+ the corresponding structure function.
For large q2 the Regge behavior in v 1 near x=0 analog to Eq. (13) with a dependence (-(p2+k:),xjo(-q" or some reasonable large angle behavior for very large q:) suppresses strongly a contribution of this region to the integral (17) . With an ansatz (19) which is a natural generalization of ansatz (15)) we obtain
In Eq. (20) the contribution near ~1 should be suppressed, e.g. , by a (Jo 2 -Y/2 ) behavior for large p2. Assuming further the independence of g on t in leading order in the interesting region of small sf the comparison of (16) and (20) leads us to the Drell-Yan relation between the power behavior of F(q2) (up to eventual logarithmic factors) for large q2 and the behavior of F2(w) for w -1.
Our discussion of the form factor differs from the one given by LPS since we argue that the Regge behavior is not important in explaining the limiting behavior for q2 --03. 17 The limit of large p2 is the same which is responsible for q2 ---co in composite particle models where
IV. DERIVATION OF A NEW FORM OF THE BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION
The most direct approach in modifying the bound state Bethe-Salpeter equation given graphically in Fig. 5 with p2 = m2 as bound state mass would be to perform the k2 integration in the k-loop on the r. h. s. of the equation.
However in general one then has to encounter singularities of the unknown function and thus runs into complications. In some cases of physical interest one can handle the dependence on one of the constituent of shell masses in a simplified way by truncating the kernel as done by Brodsky. 14 In this kind of approach one introduces an asymmetry in the constituent masses which is easiest seen from Eq. (8) fixing k2 or (p-k)2 respectively.
Let us consider a different approach. We look at the graph, of Fig. 5 from a different side and in a different notation (Fig. 6) . Our procedure will be to write the equation first for negative q2 and then to continue it to positive bound state masses. Though the actual bound state q2 of course has some positive value m2 it is totally permissible to formulate the equation for 
where
From (22) and (22a) , @-s/2)2, m2 t { (ptq/2)2-m2,}{~-q/2)2-m~} (26) we obtain the final equation
Pa
(1 d kl $ ) l-x q 1 -r-q, ml-m2 -I (27) with qT=m2 as the bound state (mass)2. Singularities in the integrand are passed with obvious ie prescriptions.
We remark that a potential / dp2 p (,u2)/ @-k)2-p2+ie would allow a very similar derivation. The corresponding generalization of Eq. (27) would contain another integration in p2.
Equation (27) We have also checked that in the more general case of exchange particle mass m3f 0 the ansatz (31) 
